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PRODUCTS 
 

TITLE: Home Or Bank Move 

AGE GROUP: 7-8 

DURATION: 30 mins 

LEARNING OUTCOME: Provide opportunities for learners to understand the 

nature, sources and uses of money. 

KEY CONCEPTS: savings, renunciations, rewards, euro  

MATERIALS NEEDED: Playing dice, four play figurines, print the template in 

worksheet, pencil 

LESSON DESCRIPTION 

At the start of the game, each player receives £ 10 and that is the money he saved 

from his weekly pocket money. 

They can keep this money at home in a piggy bank or invest in savings in a bank. 

The decision is to make a dice. Four players roll a dice and move as many places 

as the number of dice shows. When the player lands BANK skips the next throw. 

A skip throw represents a year of savings. After a skip throw, the player resumes 

play and receives 20 pennies from the bank because the money has been in the 

bank for a year. The game lasts until all players reach the goal. 

After that, the players fill in a table in which they enter how much money they 

have at the end of the game and together they calculate how much interest they 

have received. The winner is the player who has collected the most interest. In the 

case of the same amount of interest, the winner is the one who mpcoleted the 

game faster. 
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WORKSHEET: 

 

 

 

Every player get one piece of    
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Each time a player lands on a BANK field, they receive one 20-penny 

coin, but skips the next throw 
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A table that players fill in after all players arrive at the goal: 

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   

Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

the winner is the one who receives the most interest, if more than 

one person has the same number of interest the winner is the one 

who finished the game before 

 

 

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   

Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   
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Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   

Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   

Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

 at the beginning of the game at the end of the game interest 

Player 1 10£   

Player 2 10£   

Player 3 10£   

Player 4 10£   

 

 

 


